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Abstract Surface texturing is used to increase hydrody-

namic pressure and reduce friction and wear between gas-

lubricated parallel sliding surfaces. The shape, geometry,

and density of the patterned microtexture features (‘‘dim-

ples’’) play a key role in the tribological performance of the

textured slider bearings. The objective of this paper is to

compare the load-carrying capacity of commonly used

dimple shapes for gas-lubricated textured parallel slider

bearings. Six different texture shapes are considered,

including spherical, ellipsoidal, circular, elliptical, trian-

gular, and chevron-shaped dimples. The pressure distribu-

tion and load-carrying capacity generated by different

texture shapes are simulated using the compressible Rey-

nolds equation over a domain containing a column of ten

dimples. The texture geometry and density are optimized in

terms of maximum load-carrying capacity for each indi-

vidual dimple shape, as a function of operating parameters

such as relative velocity and spacing between the two

sliding surfaces. The maximum load-carrying capacity of

each individual texture shape—with optimized geometry

and density—is then compared relative to each other. It is

concluded that the ellipsoidal shape results in the highest

load-carrying capacity, and the optimal geometry and

density are found to be almost independent of the operating

conditions.

Keywords Hydrodynamic lubrication � Gas bearings �
Surface texturing

List of Symbols

a, b Half-length of the ellipse axes in the x- and

y-direction

c Minimum spacing between parallel surfaces

K Chevron shape ratio (ratio of length of inner and

outer equilateral triangle forming the chevron

shape) 0 B K B 1

H(X,Y) Non-dimensional local spacing H = h/c

h(x,y) Local spacing

hp Dimple depth

N Number of dimples in a column

n Number of intervals in one direction on the

square computational grid of a single dimple cell

P(X,Y) Non-dimensional pressure, P = p/pa

p(x,y) Bearing pressure

p0 Atmospheric pressure

pavg Average bearing pressure

r1 Half-length of the square unit cell

rp Dimple characteristic radius

Sp Texture density

U Sliding velocity

X, Y Non-dimensional Cartesian coordinates,

X = x/rp, Y = y/rp

x, y Cartesian coordinates

Dx Computational grid interval length

d Non-dimensional minimum spacing between

parallel surfaces, d = c/2rp

e Dimple aspect ratio for spherical, circular,

triangular, and chevron-shaped dimples,

e = hp/2rp

e1, e2 Dimple aspect ratios for ellipsoidal and elliptical

dimples, e1 = hp/2a, e2 = hp/2b

h Angle of inclination of the dimple wall due to

numerical discretization

k Flow parameter, k = 3lU/2rp
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l Gas dynamic viscosity

q Gas density

1 Introduction

Lubrication between two parallel sliding surfaces separated

by a micro- or nanoscale gap is of critical importance for

precision machinery and design of intricate and complex

micro- and nanoscale sliding interfaces. Surface texturing

has been widely recognized as an effective way to reduce

friction and wear between sliding surfaces separated by a

thin compressible or incompressible lubricant film. A pat-

terned microtexture on one of the sliding surfaces, usually

implemented as a dense array of microsized concave fea-

tures (which are referred to as ‘‘dimples’’), increases the

pressure in the lubricant, thereby increasing the load-car-

rying capacity of the bearing and reducing friction. These

microsized dimples create an array of microsized hydro-

dynamic bearings to generate pressure in the interface

between two parallel sliding surfaces [1–3], and they form

microscale wear particle traps to prevent wear particles

from generating abrasive wear [4, 5]. Several published

studies document that the transition between boundary and

hydrodynamic lubrication occurs at a lower sliding velocity

when using a textured surface as compared to a smooth

surface [6–10]. Significant results reporting friction

reduction and enhanced load-carrying capacity have been

presented for incompressible fluid film bearings including

journal bearings [11–13], thrust bearings [14–17], piston

rings [18], and mechanical seals [2, 19–21]. Furthermore,

surface texturing has been successfully applied to com-

pressible fluid film bearings, such as in hydrostatic

mechanical seals [22], and the interface between magnetic

tape and a cylindrical guide in a magnetic tape drive [10,

23]. Different manufacturing techniques have been

employed to create a patterned microtexture on engineering

surfaces such as vibro-rolling [24] and fabrication of

undulated surfaces [25]. More recently developed tech-

niques include reactive ion etching (RIE) [26], abrasive jet

machining [27], lithography and anisotropic etching [28],

LIGA [29], and vibro-mechanical texturing [30]. Laser

surface texturing (LST) [1, 31–36] seems to be the most

commonly used technique.

It is oftentimes critical to optimize the geometry of the

microtexture to maximize the load-carrying capacity of the

bearing, minimize friction between the sliding surfaces

(and thus minimize energy consumption), and extend the

life of mechanical components by reducing wear. The

optimal microtexture geometry for a specific set of oper-

ating conditions has been investigated in several studies,

analytically [17, 37], experimentally [2, 8, 9, 14, 26, 38,

39], and numerically [2, 18, 23, 40]. These studies revealed

that for any particular dimple shape, the texture density

defined as the surface area covered by dimples relative to

the total area of the sliding interface, and the aspect ratio of

the dimples defined as the ratio of the dimple depth over

the diameter, play a critical role in determining the effec-

tiveness of the patterned microtexture to increase the

bearing pressure and reduce friction. Only a few of these

studies tested different dimple shapes [9, 39]. Some authors

have compared the tribological performance of different

dimple shapes using numerical simulation, mainly for

incompressible lubricant. Siripuram and Stephens studied

concave dimples with seven different shapes and investi-

gated the effect of texture density on the pressure in the

bearing [41]. They concluded that the texture density rather

than the shape plays an important role in terms of reducing

the friction coefficient. In their study, however, the depth

of different dimple shapes was kept constant, potentially

preventing each shape from reaching its optimal geometry,

since the optimum for different geometries and/or shapes

may not necessarily be achieved at a constant dimple

depth. Yu et al. [42] simulated different dimple shapes with

a flat bottom profile including circular, elliptical, and tri-

angular dimples. They found that the shape indeed makes a

difference in terms of load-carrying capacity, and identified

the elliptical shape placed with the long axis perpendicular

to the flow direction to be optimal. However, their analysis

assumed similar limitations as Siripuram et al.’s work such

as a constrained texture density and dimple depth.

While the existing literature sheds light on the effect of

surface microtexturing on increasing the bearing load-car-

rying capacity and reducing friction, a general, uncon-

strained comparison of the bearing load-carrying capacity

as a function of the dimple shape is currently not available.

Most of the published studies only considered one dimple

shape (e.g., spherical, square, triangular) and focused on a

specific application. Moreover, different studies used a

variety of operating conditions, making a fair and direct

comparison of dimple shapes and geometries very difficult.

When comparing different microtexture shapes, existing

studies typically constrained the optimization to constant

dimple depth and/or texture density, thereby not neces-

sarily comparing the optimized geometry for each different

dimple shape with each other. Hence, the objective of this

paper is to provide an unbiased comparison of commonly

used dimple shapes for the general case of gas-lubricated,

textured parallel slider bearings. The compressible Rey-

nolds equation is solved numerically for six different

dimple shapes, and the geometry of each different shape is

optimized to maximize the load-carrying capacity of

the textured parallel slider bearing, without limiting

the geometric parameters and the texture density. The
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performance of the individually optimized shapes is then

compared relative to each other.

2 Analytical Model

2.1 Model Description and Boundary Conditions

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the model that is imple-

mented. A column of dimples represents the patterned

microtexture on one of the mating surfaces of the parallel

slider bearing. The second surface is flat and moves rela-

tive to the textured surface with velocity U. Figure 1a

shows a cross-section of the textured parallel slider bearing

through the centerline of the column of dimples. The

minimum spacing between the bearing surfaces is indicated

as c, while the local spacing is denoted by h(x,y), where

x and y are Cartesian coordinates as indicated in the figure.

Figure 1b shows a top view of a column of dimples. Each

dimple is contained in a square unit cell of width 2r1. A

dimple shape is characterized by its contour and bottom

profile.

The following assumptions are made in the model: (1)

each dimple has an identical shape (e.g., spherical) and is

positioned in the center of the square unit cell (Fig. 1). (2)

Air at room temperature is used as lubricant, and inertia

effects are neglected because the relative velocity between

the sliding surfaces U and the minimum bearing spacing

c are kept small. For instance, an air lubricated magnetic

tape moves at a speed on the order of 1 m/s over a guide in

a tape drive, with tape/guide spacing of approximately

10-6 m [43]. In this case, the Reynolds number qUc/l is

on the order of 0.1, which means that the inertia forces are

one order of magnitude smaller than the viscous forces and

can be neglected. On the other hand, the spacing c is

approximately two orders of magnitude larger than the

mean free path of air at room temperature, so gas

rarefaction effects and slip at the solid wall boundary are

neglected. (3) While only one column of dimples is sim-

ulated, the texture pattern consists of many columns of

dimples. A symmetric boundary condition is implemented

to account for the presence of dimples adjacent to the

single column that is simulated. (4) The minimum spacing

c between the sliding surfaces is sufficient to avoid asperity

contact and, thus, hydrodynamic lubrication is maintained.

Based on these assumptions, the classical steady-state

two-dimensional compressible Reynolds equation is given

as [44]

o

ox
ph3 op

ox

� �
þ o

oy
ph3 op

oy

� �
¼ 6lU

o phð Þ
ox

; ð1Þ

where x and y are Cartesian coordinates as indicated in

Fig. 1, p(x,y) is the air-bearing pressure, h(x,y) is the local

clearance, l is the dynamic viscosity of air, and U is the

relative sliding velocity between the textured and the flat

surfaces, respectively (in the x-direction). Equation (1) can

be written in non-dimensional form as

o

oX
PH3 oP

oX

� �
þ o

oY
PH3 oP

oY

� �
¼ k

d2

o PHð Þ
oX

; ð2Þ

where X ¼ x=rp; Y ¼ y=rp; P X; Yð Þ ¼ p x; yð Þ=p0; H

X; Yð Þ ¼ h x; yð Þ=c, and p0 denotes the atmospheric pressure.

The characteristic radius of the dimple rp is defined for different

texture shapes in Sect. 2.2 of this paper. In addition, the flow

factor k = 3lU/2rpp0 and non-dimensional minimum spacing

d = c/2rp, define the operating conditions. At the inlet and

outlet of the dimple column, the pressure is equal to the

atmospheric pressure. On the other hand, the texture pattern is

periodic in the direction perpendicular to the flow direction to

account for the presence of dimples adjacent to the simulation

domain. Hence, the pressure profile is symmetric with respect

to the lateral edge of the unit cell. The boundary conditions are

expressed as

P � r1

rp
; Y

� �
¼ P N � 1

2

� �
2r1

rp
; Y

� �
¼ 1; ð3aÞ

oP

oY
X;� r1

rp

� �
¼ oP

oY
X;

r1

rp

� �
¼ 0; ð3bÞ

with respect to the origin of the coordinate system depicted

in Fig. 1. N is the number of dimple cells in one column of

dimples, and r1 is half the length of a unit cell (Fig. 1). The

pressure distribution in the gas bearing is found by

numerically solving Eqs. (2) and (3) for given operating

parameters k, d, and local clearance H(X,Y), which depends

on the dimple shape. The load-carrying capacity per unit

area is represented by the non-dimensional net average

pressure, or the so-called gauge pressure, i.e., the average

bearing pressure calculated over a column of ten dimples

minus the atmospheric pressure.

c

U

h(x, y)

x

x
z

y

(a)

(b)

Dimple

Dimple

2r1rp O

Dimple bottom 
profile

Dimple contour shape

Fig. 1 A column of spherical dimples: a cross-section through center

line, b top view
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2.2 Dimple Shape and Geometry

Six different dimple shapes are considered in this study:

ellipsoid and sphere, ellipse and circle, and chevron and

triangle. Ellipsoidal and spherical dimples can be fabri-

cated using LST or vibro-mechanical texturing [30, 36].

The other dimple shapes, which have vertical walls and a

flat bottom profile, can be manufactured using lithography

[28], RIE [26], or jet machining [27]. Figure 2 and

Table 1 show the different dimple shapes, and the equa-

tions describing their geometry. The ellipsoidal dimple

consists of a segment of an oblate ellipsoid of revolution,

oriented symmetric with respect to the xz plane (flow

direction). A special case of this ellipsoidal dimple occurs

when the axes in the x- and y-directions have the same

length, reducing the ellipsoidal dimple to a spherical

dimple (Fig. 2a, b). The elliptical and circular dimples are

cylindrical dimples with a flat bottom profile, vertical

dimple walls and elliptical or circular cross-section,

respectively (Fig. 2c, d). The chevron-shaped dimple is

defined by two similar equilateral triangles of different

sizes, and has a flat bottom profile with vertical dimple

wall. The triangular dimple is a special case of the

chevron-shaped dimple with the inner edge length of the

chevron equal to zero. The center point of the dimple

coincides with that of the unit cell for all dimple shapes

except for the chevron and triangle shaped dimples. For

these two cases, the center of the unit cell coincides with

the midpoint of the altitude line of the triangle or chevron

shape. This allows achieving a higher texture density than

locating the shape in the same way as the other dimple

shapes. The triangular shape is only investigated for the

orientation shown (Fig. 2e, f).

The aspect ratio e and the texture density Sp uniquely

describe the patterned texture (Table 1). For the ellipsoidal

and elliptical dimples two aspect ratios, e1 and e2, are

introduced to completely define the dimple geometry. For

these two shapes, the largest possible texture density

depends on the ratio of the lengths of two axes of the

dimple, i.e., the ratio of two aspect ratios e1/e2. The max-

imum texture density is found to be

Sp;max ¼
p
4
�min

e1

e2

;
e2

e1

� �
ð4aÞ

with

4Sp

p
� e1

e2

� p
4Sp

; ð4bÞ

for any given Sp, because only a limited range of e1/e2

values (Eq. 4b) can satisfy the Sp requirement.

Spherical and circular dimples can achieve the largest

texture density among all dimple shapes considered in this

study. For a circle within a square cell, the area density is

constrained to p/4 when the circle touches all four edges

of the cell. This value is also consistent with Eq. (4) when

e1 = e2. Chevron-shaped dimples, need an extra parame-

ter K to describe the ratio of the size of the inner equi-

lateral triangle to the outer one (K \ 1). The maximum

texture density that can be obtained depends on the value

of K.

Sp;max ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p

4
1� K2
� �

ð5aÞ

with

K�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 4

ffiffiffi
3
p

3
Sp

s
; ð5bÞ

for any given Sp. When K = 0, the chevron-shaped dimple

is reduced to a triangular dimple with Sp;max ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p

=4.

Equation (6) describes the non-dimensional local spac-

ing H(X,Y) between the textured surface and the flat surface

within one unit cell (origin is located as shown in Fig. 2),

as a function of the aspect ratio e and non-dimensional

minimum spacing d, for the different dimple shapes out-

lined in Table 1.
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(a)
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2r1

hp

O

z
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xC
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O
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(e)
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O
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Fig. 2 Different dimple shapes and geometries: a sphere, b ellipsoid,

c circle, d ellipse, e triangle, f chevron
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H X; Yð Þ ¼
1; if X2 þ Y2 [ 1

1þ e
d
; if X2 þ Y2� 1

(
: ð6cÞ

H X; Yð Þ ¼
1; if

e1

e2

X2 þ e2

e1

Y2 [ 1

1þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e1e2
p

d
; if

e1

e2

X2 þ e2

e1

Y2� 1

8><
>: : ð6dÞ

H X; Yð Þ ¼
1; if X,Yð Þ 62 X

1þ e
d
; if X,Yð Þ 2 X

(

X : � 3

4
�X� 3

4
and � 1ffiffiffi

3
p X �

ffiffiffi
3
p

4
� Y � 1ffiffiffi

3
p X þ

ffiffiffi
3
p

4
:

ð6eÞ

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Simulation Method

The operating conditions of the textured parallel slider

bearing are fixed as d = 2.0 9 10-3 and k = 2.0 9 10-5

throughout the numerical simulations performed in this

paper. These values are typical for applications as, for

instance, magnetic tape drives [23]. Only in Sect. 3.4, the

optimal texture density and aspect ratio are investigated as a

function of the operating parameters. For each of the six

dimple shapes, the aspect ratio e (e1, e2 for elliptical and

ellipsoidal shapes), texture density Sp, and K (for chevron-

shaped dimples only), are considered over their entire range

of possible values. Equations (2) and (3) are solved for a

column of ten dimple cells using a central discretization

finite difference approach on a staggered grid [45] with an

over-relaxation factor of 1.4. Because of symmetry with

respect to the flow direction (x-direction) only half of the

domain is solved. Convergence of the pressure solution is

obtained to within 0.01 % change between two successive

iterations at each node of the computational grid. A uniform

Cartesian grid with 251 by 251 nodes per unit cell is

selected based on a convergence and accuracy analysis, i.e.,

further refining the grid did not change the solution in

excess of 2 %.

3.2 Optimization of Different Dimple Shapes

3.2.1 Spherical, Circular, and Triangular Dimples

Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the non-dimensional net average

bearing pressure as a function of the texture density and

the dimple aspect ratio, for spherical, circular, and trian-

gular dimple shapes, respectively. The x-axis is limited to

the Sp,max value listed in Table 1. It is observed that for the

three dimple shapes the average bearing pressure is the

highest for 0.1 \ Sp \ 0.3 and e\ 0.01. The optimal tex-

ture density decreases with increasing dimple aspect ratio,

indicating that with a deeper dimple profile, fewer dimples

per unit area are needed to produce the maximum pressure.

The results for spherical dimples agree well with the

results obtained by Raeymaekers et al. [23] who found an

H X; Yð Þ ¼
1; if X2 þ Y2 [ 1

1þ 1

2d

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
eþ 1

4e

� �2

� X2 þ Y2ð Þ

s
� 1

2d
1

4e
� e

� �
; if X2 þ Y2� 1

8><
>: : ð6aÞ

H X; Yð Þ ¼
1; if

e1

e2

X2 þ e2

e1

Y2 [ 1

1þ 1

2d

ffiffiffiffi
e1

e2

r ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e2 þ

1

4e2

� �2

� e1

e2

X2 � e2

e1

Y2

s
� 1

2d

ffiffiffiffi
e1

e2

r
1

4e2

� e2

� �
; if

e1

e2

X2 þ e2

e1

Y2� 1

8>><
>>:

: ð6bÞ

H X; Yð Þ ¼
1; if X,Yð Þ 62 X

1þ e
d
; if X,Yð Þ 2 X

(

X : � 3

4
�X� 3

4
and

1ffiffiffi
3
p X þ

ffiffiffi
3
p

2
K � 1

2

� �
� Y � 1ffiffiffi

3
p X þ

ffiffiffi
3
p

4
; if Y � 0

� 1ffiffiffi
3
p X �

ffiffiffi
3
p

4
� Y � � 1ffiffiffi

3
p X þ

ffiffiffi
3
p

2

1

2
� K

� �
; if Y � 0

:

8>>><
>>>:

ð6fÞ
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optimum for spherical dimples with 0.1 \ Sp \ 0.3 and

0.003 \ e\ 0.05. The maximum non-dimensional net

average bearing pressure for each of these dimple shapes

are found as: Sp = 0.150 and e = 0.007 for the spherical

dimple shape, Sp = 0.150 and e = 0.0035 for the circular

shape, and Sp = 0.100 and e = 0.0035 for the triangular

shape. This results in non-dimensional net bearing pressure

values of 0.0852, 0.0727, and 0.0514, respectively.

Figure 6 shows the non-dimensional net pressure along

the centerline of a column of ten dimples for the optimized

Table 1 Analytical description of the different dimple shape geometries

Category Shape Non-dimensional parameters Maximum texture density H(X,Y)

Ellipsoid Sphere e ¼ hp

2rp

Sp ¼
pr2

p

4r2
1

Sp;max ¼ p
4

Eq. (6a)

Ellipsoid e1 ¼ hp

2a ; e2 ¼ hp

2b

Sp ¼
pr2

p

4r2
1

¼ pab
4r2

1

Sp;max ¼ p
4
�min e1

e2
; e2

e1

� �
Eq. (6b)

Ellipse Circle Identical as sphere Eq. (6c)

Ellipse Identical as ellipsoid Eq. (6d)

Chevron Triangle e ¼ hp

2rp

Sp ¼
3
ffiffi
3
p

r2
p

16r2
1

Sp;max ¼
ffiffi
3
p

4
Eq. (6e)

Chevron e ¼ hp

2rp

Sp ¼
3
ffiffi
3
p

1�K2ð Þr2
p

16r2
1

K

Sp;max ¼
ffiffi
3
p

4
1� K2ð Þ Eq. (6f)
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geometry of these three different dimple shapes. It is

observed that for the spherical dimple, the pressure rises

and decreases to approximately 1.3 and 0.78 times the

atmospheric pressure, respectively. Corresponding maxi-

mum and minimum pressure values are 1.3 and 0.68 times

the atmospheric pressure for the circular dimple, and 1.14

and 0.74 for the triangular dimple. It is also noticed that for

each of the three dimple shapes, the pressure distribution

becomes periodic after two dimples.

3.2.2 Ellipsoidal, Elliptical, and Chevron-Shaped Dimples

Figures 7 and 8 display the non-dimensional net average

pressure contour lines for ellipsoidal and elliptical dimples

for Sp = 0.050, 0.175, 0.350, and 0.500, respectively. The

domain of feasible combinations of e1 and e2 to obtain the

desired Sp is bound according to Eq. (4b). For each Sp

value, an optimal e1/e2 exists that maximizes the non-

dimensional net average bearing pressure, which is indi-

cated by a ‘‘?’’ marker in Figs. 7 and 8.

From Figs. 7 and 8, we observe that the optimal ratio of

e1/e2 changes from e1/e2 \ 1 to e1/e2 [ 1 with increasing

Sp. As a result, the optimal ellipsoid/ellipse dimple shape

changes from orienting the long axis in the flow direction

(x-direction) to orienting the long axis orthogonal to the

flow direction (y-direction). This result can be explained as

follows.

Figure 9 presents the dimple geometry of the optimized

ellipsoidal dimples for different Sp values indicated in the

figure. It appears that a finite size of the dimple is necessary

in the streamwise direction for the texture to be functional,

i.e., generating hydrodynamic pressure. Hence, for a small

texture density (e.g., Sp = 0.05), the optimal dimple

geometry commands the longitudinal axis of the ellipsoid

to be placed in the flow direction. However, when

increasing Sp, the optimal geometry is found to expand in

the spanwise direction of the unit cell, thus placing the

longitudinal axis of the ellipsoid orthogonal to the flow

direction. For a certain Sp, the optimal geometry stretches

out to the lateral edges of the unit cell. When further

increasing Sp, the dimple can only stretch in the flow

direction, thus locating the optimum right on the boundary

of the domain of feasible e1/e2 combinations (Figs. 7, 8).

For chevron-shaped dimples, the ratio of the inner tri-

angle size to the outer triangle size K is needed in addition

to e and Sp (as indicated in Fig. 2f). Figure 10 shows

contour plots of the non-dimensional net average bearing

pressure as a function of e and K for Sp = 0.050, 0.010,

0.175, and 0.350, respectively, with the optimum indicated

by a ‘‘?’’ marker in each figure. The non-dimensional net

average pressure changes quickly when e \ 0.01, but is

less sensitive to K, i.e., using a triangular-shaped versus a

chevron-shaped dimple affects the bearing pressure less

than changing the aspect ratio of either shape. In addition,

the optimal combination of e, and K is almost independent

of Sp. The optimal chevron-shaped dimple is found to be

Sp = 0.100, e = 0.0035, K = 0.300, generating a maxi-

mum non-dimensional net average bearing pressure of

0.0542.

Figure 11 shows the non-dimensional pressure along the

centerline of a column of ten dimples for the optimized

geometry of these three different dimple shapes. It is

observed that for the ellipsoidal dimple, the pressure rises

and decreases to approximately 1.23 and 0.82 times the

atmospheric pressure, respectively. Corresponding maxi-

mum and minimum pressure values are 1.25 and 0.72 times

the atmospheric pressure for the elliptical dimple, and 1.12

and 0.74 for the chevron-shaped dimple.

3.3 Comparison of the Performance of Different

Dimple Shapes

The performance of the six different texture shapes is

compared relative to each other. For each shape, the
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optimized texture geometry that yields maximum average

bearing pressure is summarized in Table 2.

Significant differences exist in the optimized net average

bearing pressure (load-carrying capacity), depending on the

texture shape used. For the same contour shape, the dimple

shapes with a curved bottom profile outperform the shapes

with a flat bottom profile in terms of net average bearing

pressure, which is in line with the results by Pinkus and

Sternlicht [44] who determined the analytical solution of an

infinitely long gas bearing and found that a composite slider

combining an inclined slider and a flat against a smooth plane

performs better than a step bearing. Moreover, the average

bearing pressure is 4.5 % larger for ellipsoidal dimples than

for spherical dimples, each with optimized geometry. A

detailed examination reveals that the optimum of the former

has almost the same length in the flow direction as the latter,

but the former expands further orthogonal to the flow direc-

tion, which results in a larger dimple volume, thus com-

pressing more lubricant. This small gain in load-carrying

capacity likely does not justify the use of ellipsoidal dimples,

which are more difficult to manufacture than spherical dim-

ples. The triangular and chevron-shaped dimples are the least

effective in terms of generating hydrodynamic pressure.

When comparing the optimal texture parameters it is

found that the contour of the dimple shape seems to define

the optimal texture density, while the bottom profile of the

dimple dictates the optimal aspect ratio. From Table 2, it is

observed that the optimal Sp is identical for the sphere- and

circle-shaped dimples, ellipse- and ellipsoid-shaped dim-

ples, and triangle- and chevron-shaped dimples, respec-

tively. In fact, the optimal ellipsoidal and elliptical dimples

have almost identical e1/e2 ratio, indicating that both dim-

ples are described by the same contour. For a particular

dimple shape and the corresponding optimal texture den-

sity, an optimum dimple volume seems to exist, which

defines the optimal aspect ratio based on the bottom profile

of the dimple. Table 3 shows the non-dimensional dimple
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volume calculated from the optimal parameters in Table 2,

non-dimensionalized by the volume of a cube unit cell,

(2r1)3. It can be seen that the optimized dimple shapes with

the same contour shape (e.g., circle and sphere, ellipse and

ellipsoid) result in almost identical non-dimensional vol-

ume, regardless of the bottom profile of the dimple (flat or

curved). The optimal triangle- and chevron-shaped dimple

geometries result in similar dimple volumes since the

optimal K is small and the change of the K value has only a

small effect on the results, as is shown in Fig. 10.

3.4 Effect of Different Operating Conditions

Spherical dimples are used as an example to evaluate the

effect of operating conditions (k, d) on the optimal texture

aspect ratio e. Figures 12 and 13 show the non-dimensional

net average bearing pressure as a function of e for different

values of k and d. It is observed that with increasing k
(increasing sliding speed or lubricant viscosity) the load-

carrying capacity increases. The optimal e increases

slightly with increasing k. For instance for k = 1.0 9 10-5

the optimum e = 0.005, while for k = 3.5 9 10-5 the
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Fig. 11 Non-dimensional net pressure along the center line of a

column of ten dimples: optimal ellipsoidal, elliptical and chevron-

shaped dimple geometries

Table 2 Optimal texture

parameters for different texture

shapes and corresponding

maximum net average pressure

The relative net average

pressure is calculated as a

percent difference relative to the

nondimensional net average

pressure obtained for spherical

dimples

Dimple shape Optimized texture geometry

and texture density

Non-dimensional

net average pressure

Relative net

average pressure

Sphere Sp = 0.150, e = 0.0070 0.0852 0

Circle Sp = 0.150, e = 0.0035 0.0727 -14.7 %

Ellipsoid Sp = 0.350, e1 = 0.0081, e2 = 0.0036 0.0890 ?4.5 %

Ellipse Sp = 0.350, e1 = 0.0038, e2 = 0.0017 0.0786 -7.8 %

Triangle Sp = 0.100, e = 0.0035 0.0514 -39.7 %

Chevron Sp = 0.100, e = 0.0035, K = 0.300 0.0542 -36.4 %
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optimum e = 0.0075. This trend corresponds to the results

found by Ma and Zhu [46]. On the other hand, reducing the

spacing d causes the load-carrying capacity to increase,

which is expected because the bearing stiffens. The optimal

e remains almost constant as a function of d, depicted in

Fig. 13. Both results indicate that the operating conditions

only have a limited effect on the optimal geometry

parameters of a given dimple shape.

3.5 Practical Considerations

It should be noted that the results obtained for all dimple

shapes suffer from inaccuracies as a result of the finite

difference grid, caused by a discontinuous film thickness

gradient at the edges of the dimple. The discontinuous

transition between the dimple wall and bottom is approx-

imated by an inclined dimple wall after discretization, as

opposed to a vertical wall [47]. Because adjacent grid

points are separated by a finite distance, a vertical dimple

wall cannot be achieved. The dimple wall deviates from a

vertical wall by an angle h

h ffi tan hð Þ ¼ Dx

hp
¼ 1

ne
r1

rp
ffi 1

ne

ffiffiffiffiffi
1

Sp

s
; ð7Þ

where n denotes the number of grid intervals along the

length of a unit dimple cell, and Dx is the grid spacing. The

simulations in this paper use n = 250, and, e.g., e = 0.001

and Sp = 0.025, which results in h = 25�. All dimples

considered are very shallow, typically with e on the order

of 10-2 or 10-3, and the inaccuracy is insignificant. In fact,

it has been shown that local inaccuracies in the pressure

calculation have little effect on simulation of the load-

carrying capacity in gas bearing applications [48].

While an unconstrained optimization of the geometry of

each dimple shape is performed in terms of maximum load-

carrying capacity per unit area, it should be pointed out that

the categories of dimple shapes are not comprehensive. A

true general framework would require the dimple geometry

to be optimized in two or three dimensions by for instance

using a genetic algorithm, rather than only comparing

several commonly used texture shapes. In addition,

experimental validation is necessary to examine the load-

carrying capacity predicted by this study.

The texture parameters can also be optimized in an alter-

native fashion, friendlier to bearing designers. In engineering

practice, the operating conditions typically specify the load-

carrying capacity rather than the bearing spacing. By defining

the load-carrying capacity per unit area as the net average

pressure for the dimple column problem, the steady-state non-

dimensional bearing spacing d can be found by solving Eqs.

(2) and (3), by iteratively changing d. Figure 14 shows the

non-dimensional spacing d as a function of Sp for different e

Table 3 Non-dimensional dimple volume for optimal dimple shapes

Shape Sphere Circle Ellipsoid Ellipse Triangle Chevron

Non-dimensional

dimple volume

2.29 9 10-4 2.29 9 10-4 6.31 9 10-4 5.94 9 10-4 1.94 9 10-4 2.04 9 10-4
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values. Spherical dimples are used, and the bearing is designed

with a non-dimensional net average bearing pressure of 0.03.

The results agree well with those obtained for spherical dim-

ples by specifying the spacing and solving for the load-car-

rying capacity (Fig. 3), and the optimum is found to be

e = 0.007 and Sp between 0.15 and 0.2. The values for d
cannot be obtained for all the combinations of e and Sp because

for some of the extreme geometries a non-dimensional spac-

ing d larger than 0.001 (indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 14)

cannot be obtained, which would likely violate one of the

model’s assumptions that hydrodynamic lubrication is main-

tained at all time. This approach can be used to determine the

spacing between the sliding surfaces that a certain texture

pattern can provide under a prescribed load condition. Alter-

natively, it can be used to define the requirement for surface

smoothness to achieve hydrodynamic lubrication with a spe-

cific textured parallel bearing.

Finally, while in this paper, the optimization is carried out

in terms of maximum load-carrying capacity, the effect of

dimple shape on the friction coefficient and the stiffness of the

bearing can be evaluated as well using the same framework.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, six different dimple shapes were optimized in

terms of load-carrying capacity for use in the general case

of air lubricated textured parallel bearings. The perfor-

mance of each dimple shape, with optimized geometry,

was then compared relative to each other. No constraints

were used when optimizing the geometry of each of the

different dimple shapes. We conclude that

(1) For each of the dimple shapes considered, the optimal

geometry was found to be in the range of 0.001\ e\
0.010 and 0.10\ Sp \0.35.

(2) The contour of the dimple shape seems to define the

optimal texture density, while the optimal aspect ratio

is dictated by the optimal volume and the bottom

profile of the dimple.

(3) The ellipsoidal dimple was found to provide the

maximum load-carrying capacity of all shapes con-

sidered in this study. The optimum identified in this

study is Sp = 0.35, e1 = 0.0081, e2 = 0.0036, pro-

ducing a net average pressure of 0.0890, which is

only 4.5 % higher than the optimized spherical

dimples. Considering that spherical dimples are easier

to manufacture than ellipsoidal dimples, it may be

more cost effective to use the former, despite the

superior performance of the ellipsoidal dimples. It

was also found that the optimal geometry seems to

almost be independent of the operating conditions.
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